1. Introduction
===============

Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer mortality, accounting for almost 27% of all cancer-related deaths \[[@B1-cancers-06-01157]\] and 20% of total U.S. Medicare expenditures for cancer \[[@B2-cancers-06-01157]\]. Survival rates for newly diagnosed lung cancer remain at approximately 17% \[[@B3-cancers-06-01157]\], minimally improved over the past three decades, largely because the disease is most often diagnosed at an advanced stage when there are few curative treatment options. Patients with early-stage lung cancer have improved survival compared to those with late stage disease, suggesting that early detection could improve mortality from this disease. An estimated 85% of lung cancer cases in the United States are caused by cigarette smoking \[[@B4-cancers-06-01157]\]. Although smoking incidence is projected to plateau at 20% of the United States adult population by 2030, the persistent risk of lung cancer in former smokers suggests that lung cancer will remain a major health problem for years to come.

This review will provide an overview of the progress that has been made in lung cancer screening, early detection, chemoprevention, and biomarker development using surrogate tissues. It will also discuss some of the progress and controversies in these areas, and how evolving technologies may improve our ability to target interventions for the subpopulations at highest risk for lung cancer. The prime focus of this review is on smoking-associated lung cancer since cigarette smoking is a major contributor to development of this disease.

2. Quantifying Lung Cancer Risk
===============================

Although 80%--85% of patients with lung cancer have a history of smoking, only 10%--15% of patients who smoke will actually develop lung cancer. There is presently no widely-accepted method to accurately predict which current and former smokers will develop lung cancer. The risk of developing lung cancer increases with accumulated exposure to cigarette smoke, which alters antioxidant, xenobiotic, inflammatory-related pathways and oncogenic genes. Identifying the subset of cigarette smokers at highest risk for developing lung cancer would enhance the ability to target lung cancer surveillance, chemoprevention, and early detection strategies. Furthermore, risk modeling can facilitate the design of targeted clinical trials by enrolling higher risk subjects.

Although cigarette smoking is the major risk factor for lung cancer, lung cancer also occurs at lower rates in nonsmokers (individuals who have had a lifetime exposure of fewer than 100 cigarettes). Wakelee *et al.* estimated a lung cancer incidence in never-smokers age 40--79 years ranging from 4.8--13.7 per 100,000 person-years in men and 14.4--20.8 per 100,000 person-years in women \[[@B5-cancers-06-01157]\]. Thu *et al.* showed that non-smoker's lung cancer had a greater portion of their genome altered compared to smokers lung cancer \[[@B6-cancers-06-01157]\]. These observations raise the question of whether lung cancer in never-smokers might result from unrecognized environmental or toxic exposures, especially in genetically susceptible individuals.

Bach *et al.* were the first to apply modern statistical methods to assess 10-year lung cancer risk in heavy smokers by considering age, sex, smoking history, and asbestos exposure \[[@B7-cancers-06-01157]\]. This model, however, underestimates lung cancer mortality for subjects followed for longer durations \[[@B8-cancers-06-01157]\]. Spitz *et al.* developed another risk assessment model that incorporated clinical information to predict 1-year lung cancer risk in current, former, and never smokers \[[@B9-cancers-06-01157]\]. The Liverpool Lung Project (LLP) modelled 5-year lung cancer risk by using information on smoking duration, history of pneumonia, asbestos exposure and prior malignancy diagnosis \[[@B10-cancers-06-01157]\]. However, the difficulty in achieving clinically useful risk-assessment models was illustrated in a comparison of these three models, which demonstrated high positive predictive values but low negative predictive values for identifying individuals at high risk for lung cancer \[[@B11-cancers-06-01157]\]. Incorporating additional data, such as socio-demographic information, early clinical symptoms, and radiographic findings may improve model performance \[[@B12-cancers-06-01157]\]. For example, Maisonneuve and colleagues used data from the COSMOS lung cancer screening trial to modify the Bach risk model to incorporate additional radiographic variables \[[@B13-cancers-06-01157]\]. These observations suggest that risk assessment models can identify individuals at high risk for developing lung cancer, but to date no risk model for lung cancer has shown an improvement in survival in trials.

Incorporating molecular information with clinical risk features may improve the ability to identify individuals with the highest risk for developing lung cancer. For example, it is well established that smokers who are first-degree relatives of individuals with lung cancer have a two- to three-fold higher risk of developing lung cancer themselves \[[@B14-cancers-06-01157]\]. Polymorphic variants in almost 50 genes have been associated with alterations in lung cancer risk \[[@B15-cancers-06-01157]\], and could potentially be incorporated to further refine lung cancer risk models. For example, risk models of lung cancer that incorporate single nucleotide polymorphisms have been shown to distinguish lung cancer cases from normal controls without lung cancer. Such models may improve targeted prevention and early diagnostic strategies in lung cancer \[[@B16-cancers-06-01157],[@B17-cancers-06-01157]\]. Other molecular information, such as epigenetic and gene or microRNA expression profiling, might also be used to refine risk prediction models. Spitz *et al.* expanded their clinical risk model for current and former smokers to include two markers of DNA repair with marginal improvement in discriminatory power of the model \[[@B18-cancers-06-01157]\]. While such hybrid models incorporating both clinical and molecular risk factors are promising, they remain to be validated in prospective clinical trials.

3. Imaging-Based Lung Cancer Screening
======================================

The drastic drop in survival rates with delayed diagnosis of lung cancer demonstrates the pressing need for effective screening strategies. Ideally, a screening tool would accurately identify early stage lung cancer patients in a safe and cost effective manner ([Figure 1](#cancers-06-01157-f001){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, an ideal lung cancer screening test would have high specificity, limiting unnecessary invasive procedures and costly follow up studies \[[@B19-cancers-06-01157]\]. However, given the heavy disease burden and enormous personal and public health consequences of lung cancer, even a small benefit from screening could save many lives.

![Lung cancer screening, early detection, and chemoprevention. While cigarette smoking is the major risk for lung cancer, other risk factors such as toxic exposure including asbestos and a family history of lung cancer influence lung cancer risk. In some individuals susceptible to lung cancer, molecular abnormalities or pre-cancerous dysplastic lesions develop. A subset of these individuals will ultimately progress to lung cancer. Because survival from lung cancer is lower when the disease is diagnosed at an advanced stage, screening high-risk individuals or developing early detection strategies will improve mortality. Although clinical trials have not demonstrated a benefit to chemoprevention, the potential to develop targeted risk-assessment and preventive strategies at all stages of clinical and pre-clinical risk exist. Smoking cessation should be an integral part of all stages of lung cancer screening and treatment.](cancers-06-01157-g001){#cancers-06-01157-f001}

Previous lung cancer screening trials using chest radiography \[[@B20-cancers-06-01157],[@B21-cancers-06-01157]\] and/or sputum cytology \[[@B22-cancers-06-01157]\] did not demonstrate an effect on lung cancer mortality \[[@B23-cancers-06-01157],[@B24-cancers-06-01157]\]. The Mayo Lung Project investigated the benefit of annual chest radiography and sputum cytology by randomizing over 9000 male smokers to these interventions or usual care. Even during extended follow-up, there was no improvement in mortality \[[@B22-cancers-06-01157]\]. The Prostate, Lung, Colorectal and Ovarian (PLCO) Cancer Screening trial was one of the largest trials to evaluate the utility of chest radiography for lung cancer screening. Over 154,000 participants aged 55 to 74 were randomly assigned to receive annual chest X-ray for four consecutive years or usual care \[[@B21-cancers-06-01157]\]. Annual screening with chest radiograph did not reduce lung cancer mortality compared with usual care, thus confirming results from previous screening trials.

Computerized tomography (CT) has also been investigated as a lung cancer screening tool given its improved ability to radiographically evaluate other lung diseases compared to chest radiography. While smaller and observational CT screening studies did not show a mortality benefit, the large randomized National Lung Screening Trial (NLST) did demonstrate a statistically significant benefit to using annual low-dose CT (LDCT) screening in individuals at high risk for lung cancer. This randomized trial involved greater than 53,000 current and former heavy smokers (\>30 pack-years) compared to annual low-dose helical CT with chest radiography for lung cancer screening. High-risk individuals were defined as men and women aged 55 to 74 who were active or former (\<15 years since quitting) smokers with a cumulative exposure to cigarettes of at least 30 pack-years. A significant improvement in mortality from lung cancer and all causes was observed for LDCT screening (20% and 6.7% respectively), with a number needed to screen of 320 \[[@B25-cancers-06-01157]\]. Based on this data, the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force has given a Grade B recommendation for annual LDCT screening of high-risk smokers (aged 55--80, 30 pack-year cumulative smoking exposure, current smokers or former smokers who have stopped smoking within the past 15 years) \[[@B26-cancers-06-01157]\].

Despite the improvement in mortality with LDCT screening, a high proportion of false positives is observed with this technique. This raises questions on how best to implement LDCT screening in clinical practice, and additional trials are aimed at further evaluating the role of LDCT in lung cancer screening. The randomized NELSON trial in The Netherlands and Belgium is comparing LDCT to no intervention to determine whether LDCT improves lung cancer mortality \[[@B27-cancers-06-01157]\]. This trial will also assess whether a nodule management protocol based on volumetry and volume doubling time (VDT) reduces the false-positive rate associated with LDCT screening \[[@B28-cancers-06-01157]\]. Results from this trial are expected in 2015. The Danish Lung Cancer Screening Trial (DLCST), a single center randomized control trial of 4104 men and women aged 50--70 years old comparing LDCT to no screening intervention, did not show improvement in lung cancer or all-cause mortality after five annual LDCTs \[[@B29-cancers-06-01157]\]. The data from DLCST and other smaller European studies will likely be pooled for combined analysis in order to complement available data on risk populations \[[@B29-cancers-06-01157],[@B30-cancers-06-01157]\].

Despite the mortality benefit for high-risk smokers screened with LDCT, the debate over safety and cost effectiveness of this screening protocol is ongoing. Most notably, 23.3% of LDCT screening tests performed in the NLST had false positive results \[[@B25-cancers-06-01157]\]. The potential impact of such a high rate of false positives, such as financial cost, potential complications from additional diagnostic evaluation including biopsy or thoracic surgery, and anxiety associated with diagnostic uncertainty \[[@B31-cancers-06-01157],[@B32-cancers-06-01157]\], is not insignificant when applied to a large-scale screening program. This highlights the importance of improving the benefit to risk ratio in lung cancer screening \[[@B33-cancers-06-01157]\]. To begin to address this question, Kovalchik *et al.* stratified participants in the NLST into five groups based on their risk of developing lung cancer based on clinical factors. Individuals with the highest lung cancer risk benefited most from LDCT screening, suggesting that targeting highest-risk individuals and incorporating lung cancer risk models into CT-screening programs may ultimately improve the benefit and reduce the potential harm and cost from screening \[[@B34-cancers-06-01157]\].

Another potential harm of annual LDCT screening is the inevitable exposure to radiation. This is particularly important to consider given the high proportion of patients that will require additional follow up imaging for indeterminate nodules, further increasing cumulative radiation exposure \[[@B35-cancers-06-01157]\]. It has been suggested that one in every 2500 persons screened will develop a radiation-induced lung cancer \[[@B36-cancers-06-01157]\]. While this would likely be more of a factor in younger patients who would endure longer periods of screening compounded by the synergistic oncogenic effects of smoking and radiation \[[@B36-cancers-06-01157],[@B37-cancers-06-01157]\], it emphasizes the need to further refine screening protocols to identify the patients most likely to benefit.

The financial implications of annual LDCT screening are unclear, and this will likely be closely monitored as additional data becomes available. The rate of over diagnosis and false positives may strongly influence the ultimate economic burden of any large-scale lung cancer-screening program, particularly when compared to the cost effectiveness of smoking cessation \[[@B38-cancers-06-01157]\]. Furthermore, it is possible that some of the lung cancers detected by LDCT screening may be indolent. In one study, the magnitude of over-diagnosis in the NLST was estimated to be 18.5% \[[@B39-cancers-06-01157]\]. Taken together, these issues will shape the ongoing discussion of how to best implement lung cancer screening on a large-scale basis in order to reduce lung cancer mortality and minimize harm, while emphasizing the importance of developing additional models in order to refine screening algorithms.

4. Early Detection Biomarkers for Lung Cancer
=============================================

While the overall 5-year survival for non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) is 14%, survival for Stage I disease is 83% \[[@B40-cancers-06-01157]\]. This highlights the importance of detecting lung cancer at an early and potentially treatable stage. In addition to detection of lung cancer through screening protocols, developing biomarkers that are highly sensitive and specific may also improve mortality by identifying individuals with early stages of disease. Early diagnostic biomarkers for lung cancer often use surrogate tissues that do not require sampling of lung tissue itself, and generally aim to detect the presence of an early stage lung cancer or differentiate an early stage lung cancer from a similar-appearing benign pulmonary nodule ([Figure 1](#cancers-06-01157-f001){ref-type="fig"}).

4.1. Bronchial Airway Biomarkers
--------------------------------

Bronchial airway biomarkers for early lung cancer detection are based on the concept of "field cancerization" which stems from the observation that some alterations found in the lung tumor are also present throughout uninvolved areas of the respiratory tract and lung. This field cancerization effect, measurable throughout the respiratory tract, is thought to stem from: (1) an airway-wide response to the toxins in cigarette smoke that reflect an individual's risk for lung cancer; (2) response of the lung and respiratory tract to the presence of tumor; and/or (3) clonal-expansion of the tumor \[[@B34-cancers-06-01157]\]. Prior studies have identified similar mutations in lung tumors adjacent noncancerous lung tissue, and cytologically normal bronchial epithelium \[[@B41-cancers-06-01157],[@B42-cancers-06-01157],[@B43-cancers-06-01157],[@B44-cancers-06-01157]\]. Similarly, Powell *et al.* identified loss of heterozygosity in bronchial brushings obtained from patients with lung cancer \[[@B45-cancers-06-01157]\], suggesting that sampling of sites proximal from the lung tumor might be used to develop diagnostic tools for lung cancer.

Subsequent studies have leveraged this field cancerization concept to develop clinical-useful lung cancer diagnostics. Using cytologically normal large-airway epithelial cells obtained at bronchoscopy from active and former smokers undergoing clinical evaluation for suspected lung cancer, Spira and colleagues developed an 80-gene expression biomarker that distinguis0hed individuals with and without lung cancer. This airway gene-expression biomarker had an accuracy of 83% (80% sensitivity, 84% specificity) in an independent test set, and \~90% sensitivity for Stage I lung cancer across all subjects, suggesting utility as an early diagnostic tool \[[@B46-cancers-06-01157]\]. Furthermore, the biomarker performed independently from other clinical features, suggesting that incorporating molecular and clinical factors can improve the ability to diagnose lung cancer at an early stage \[[@B47-cancers-06-01157]\]. Molecular analysis of bronchoalveolar lavage fluid may also have utility for developing lung cancer biomarkers as demonstrated in a glycoproteomic study of individuals with and without lung cancer \[[@B48-cancers-06-01157]\]. Other groups have used profiling of genetic variants, methylation, and proteins to identify lung cancer-associated profiles in bronchial airway samples (reviewed in \[[@B49-cancers-06-01157]\]), although all of these biomarkers remain to be validated in prospective clinical trials. Bronchoscopy-based biomarkers may additionally be useful in the evaluation of individuals with indeterminate pulmonary nodules detected by CT-screening.

Observations that cigarette smoke-induced alterations in the bronchial airway epithelium \[[@B50-cancers-06-01157],[@B51-cancers-06-01157]\] are similarly altered in epithelial cells lining the nose and mouth \[[@B52-cancers-06-01157],[@B53-cancers-06-01157]\] has led to the hypothesis that upper respiratory tract sampling might also be used to develop early diagnostic biomarkers, which could be applied on a larger scale due to their minimally invasive nature. Boyle and colleagues evaluated whole-genome gene expression profiling of punch biopsies from the buccal mucosa of 40 healthy smokers and 40 healthy non-smokers, and identified a strong association between the smoking-induced gene-expression changes in the buccal and bronchial epithelium \[[@B54-cancers-06-01157]\]. Together, these observations point towards the utility of sampling the upper airway epithelium of the nose and mouth to develop clinically-useful early diagnostic biomarkers for lung cancer, and potentially biomarkers to assess lung cancer risk.

4.2. Sputum Biomarkers
----------------------

Another potential surrogate tissue for developing early diagnostic biomarkers for lung cancer is sputum. Despite sputum cytology not being an effective screening method to achieve early lung cancer diagnosis \[[@B55-cancers-06-01157]\], subsequent studies have shown that mutations associated with lung cancer, such as in Kras and p53, are detectable in the sputum of patients with this disease \[[@B56-cancers-06-01157]\]. Deletions in HYAL2 and FHIT, present in lung tumors, have been shown to be significantly concordant with deletions in paired sputum samples and significantly higher in patients with lung cancer compared to smokers without lung cancer \[[@B57-cancers-06-01157]\]. Fluorescent *in situ* hybridization (FISH) can be used to detect genetic changes in sputum and microRNA panels, identified by profiling primary lung tumors and adjacent noncancerous lung tissue, and have been measured in sputum as a potentially useful tool for early lung cancer detection \[[@B40-cancers-06-01157]\].

Furthermore, DNA methylation, an epigenetic event that affects cell function by altering gene expression, has been shown to be altered in sputum samples from patients with lung cancer. Belinsky *et al.*, for example, have shown that hypermethylation of p16 and MGMT are detectable in the sputum of patients with squamous cell lung cancer, and could potentially serve as an early diagnostic for lung cancer \[[@B58-cancers-06-01157]\]. In addition, aberrant methylation profiles have been detected in the sputum of patients with lung cancer three years prior to clinical diagnosis \[[@B59-cancers-06-01157]\]. Some of these events, such as p16 and DAP kinase hypermethylation, are detectable both in the bronchial epithelium and sputum of current and former smokers \[[@B58-cancers-06-01157]\].

4.3. Blood-Based Biomarkers
---------------------------

Whole blood, serum and plasma are other easily obtainable surrogate tissues that could be used to develop biomarkers for early lung cancer detection. The source of these biomarkers could be from the tumor itself, or from the host response to the presence of a lung tumor. Serum measurement of the protein pentaxin 3 has been described as a potential early lung cancer diagnostic \[[@B60-cancers-06-01157]\]. Another study showed that complement activation factor c4d, identified in a comparison of human lung cancer cell lines, was higher in the serum of patients with lung cancer compared to those without lung cancer, regardless of stage and was associated with shorter survival \[[@B61-cancers-06-01157]\]. Recently, Boeri and colleagues identified miRNA signatures in plasma samples collected 1--2 years before disease onset that may be useful for predicting lung cancer development and prognosis \[[@B62-cancers-06-01157]\], and Bianchi *et al.* identified a group of miRNA in serum samples that might serve as an early diagnostic biomarker in asymptomatic patients \[[@B63-cancers-06-01157]\]. Other studies have also identified distinct patterns of methylation that distinguish lung adenocarcinoma from normal lung tissue \[[@B64-cancers-06-01157],[@B65-cancers-06-01157]\].

Ostroff *et al.* developed a series of potential biomarkers for early lung cancer diagnosis using a proteomic profiling of serum samples \[[@B66-cancers-06-01157]\]. Other groups have reported circulating tumor cells that could potentially be used to develop biomarkers for early lung cancer detection, but the AUCs were not optimal \[[@B67-cancers-06-01157]\]. Recently, a serum proteomic signature \[[@B68-cancers-06-01157]\] added diagnostic value to established clinical and radiologic parameters routinely used to evaluate indeterminate pulmonary nodules detected by CT \[[@B69-cancers-06-01157]\]. Importantly, a recent study identified a 13-protein biomarker capable of distinguishing benign from malignant nodules detected on CT scan with a high negative predictive value \[[@B70-cancers-06-01157]\]. Together, these studies suggest a potential role for blood biomarkers in the evaluation of indeterminate pulmonary nodules. Although promising, none of these studies have yet tested the diagnostic potential in prospective multi-center trials.

5. Risk Reduction and Chemoprevention
=====================================

5.1. Smoking Cessation
----------------------

Before the manufacturing of cigarettes became widespread in the early 20th century, lung cancer was a rare disease. Today, cigarette smoking remains a leading cause of lung cancer, with 85% of lung cancer cases attributable to this exposure \[[@B71-cancers-06-01157]\]. 20% of the adult US population however, continues to smoke \[[@B72-cancers-06-01157]\]. Smoking cessation is the only intervention shown to reduce the risk of lung cancer. In the Lung Health Study, smokers were randomly assigned to smoking cessation programs or no intervention \[[@B73-cancers-06-01157]\]. Participants who successfully quit smoking had a 55% reduction in lung cancer incidence compared to the control group. The incorporation of smoking cessation interventions into lung cancer screening programs may also increase the cost effectiveness of screening \[[@B74-cancers-06-01157]\], perhaps by decreasing the continued damage induced by cigarette smoke ([Figure 1](#cancers-06-01157-f001){ref-type="fig"}).

5.2. Chemoprevention
--------------------

Smoking prevention and cessation are the foundation of any strategy for preventing lung cancer ([Figure 1](#cancers-06-01157-f001){ref-type="fig"}). However, even after people stop smoking, there is an increased risk of developing lung cancer that persists for decades. Chemoprevention, as first defined by Sporn, is the use of naturally occurring or synthetic agents to reverse, suppress or prevent cancer development or progression \[[@B75-cancers-06-01157]\]. Chemoprevention has assumed increasing importance over the last 20 years, as former smokers now account for 50% of new lung cancer cases in the United States. Unfortunately, trials of primary (preventing cancer in healthy individuals who are at high risk), secondary (blocking the development of cancer in individuals with a precancerous lesion), and tertiary (targeting patients with a previous tumor in an effort to prevent the development of a second tumor) chemoprevention agents have not demonstrated consistent benefit in preventing lung cancer in any of these settings. However, given the improved understanding of molecular mechanisms underlying lung carcinogenesis and the elucidation of putative molecular targets, there has been renewed interest in this area of research. Furthermore, successes in chemoprevention of breast, prostate and colon cancer as well as the availability of new FDA-approved agents for the treatment of precancerous lesions has further stimulated interest in lung cancer chemoprevention.

5.3. Clinical Trials
--------------------

Despite numerous trials, no chemoprevention studies to date have demonstrated an improvement in lung cancer mortality, and few studies have demonstrated an effect on intermediate endpoints such as genomic markers of epithelial cell damage and sputum atypia. Several publications review the results of randomized trials and the rationale for evaluating new chemopreventive agents \[[@B76-cancers-06-01157],[@B77-cancers-06-01157],[@B78-cancers-06-01157],[@B79-cancers-06-01157],[@B80-cancers-06-01157],[@B81-cancers-06-01157]\]. Broad categories of chemopreventive agents and clinical trials of these agents in the prevention of lung cancer are reviewed below and in [Table 1](#cancers-06-01157-t001){ref-type="table"}. Current guidelines do not endorse the routine use of any compounds for the chemoprevention of lung cancer.

cancers-06-01157-t001_Table 1

###### 

Summary of major lung cancer chemoprevention agents and trials. Based on the results of existing clinical studies, routine chemoprevention for lung cancer is not currently recommended.

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Chemoprevention group                                        Antioxidants                                                                                                                                                      Anti-inflammatories                                                                                           PI3K/AKT/mTOR Pathway inhibitors
  ------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------
  Primary chemoprevention\                                     α-Tocopherol \[[@B82-cancers-06-01157],[@B83-cancers-06-01157],[@B84-cancers-06-01157]\]\                                                                         NSAIDs \[[@B92-cancers-06-01157],[@B93-cancers-06-01157],[@B94-cancers-06-01157],[@B95-cancers-06-01157]\]\   
  Healthy patients at high risk for lung cancer                β-Carotene \[[@B82-cancers-06-01157],[@B83-cancers-06-01157],[@B84-cancers-06-01157],[@B85-cancers-06-01157],[@B86-cancers-06-01157],[@B87-cancers-06-01157]\]\   PPARγ agonists \[[@B96-cancers-06-01157],[@B97-cancers-06-01157],[@B98-cancers-06-01157]\]                    
                                                               Selenium \[[@B88-cancers-06-01157],[@B89-cancers-06-01157],[@B90-cancers-06-01157],[@B91-cancers-06-01157]\]                                                                                                                                                                    

  Secondary chemoprevention\                                   Retinoids \[[@B99-cancers-06-01157],[@B100-cancers-06-01157],[@B101-cancers-06-01157],[@B102-cancers-06-01157]\]\                                                 Celecoxib \[[@B105-cancers-06-01157],[@B106-cancers-06-01157]\]\                                              Myoinositol \[[@B108-cancers-06-01157],[@B109-cancers-06-01157]\]
  Patients with pre-cancerous lesions                          Retinoids + β-carotene \[[@B103-cancers-06-01157]\]\                                                                                                              Iloprost \[[@B107-cancers-06-01157]\]                                                                         
                                                               ADT \[[@B104-cancers-06-01157]\]                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

  Tertiary chemoprevention\                                    Retinoids \[[@B110-cancers-06-01157],[@B111-cancers-06-01157]\]\                                                                                                                                                                                                                
  Patients with a previous lung cancer that has been treated   Selenium \[[@B112-cancers-06-01157]\]                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

5.4. Primary Chemoprevention
----------------------------

### 5.4.1. Antioxidants

Based on preclinical studies providing a rationale to study α-tocopherol (vitamin E) and β-carotene, one of the earliest chemoprevention trials evaluated these agents for the primary prevention of lung cancer in smokers as part of the α-tocopherol, β-carotene (ATBC) Cancer Prevention Study. This trial showed an 18% increased incidence of lung cancers and an 8% increased overall mortality for those on β-carotene at a median follow-up of 6 years \[[@B82-cancers-06-01157]\]. In a subsequent analysis, the adverse effects were observed to be stronger in men with a modest alcohol intake and smokers of 20 cigarettes daily \[[@B85-cancers-06-01157]\]. Once supplements were discontinued, the excess risk of lung cancer and death declined \[[@B86-cancers-06-01157]\]. Treatment with α-tocopherol had no effect on the lung cancer incidence or death rate \[[@B74-cancers-06-01157]\]. β-carotene has also been studied in high-risk individuals in the β-Carotene and Retinol Efficacy Trial (CARET) \[[@B87-cancers-06-01157]\]. This study was closed early because those in the treatment arm had a 28% higher rate of lung cancer and a 17% higher overall death rate. Two other randomized studies, the Physicians Health Study \[[@B84-cancers-06-01157]\] and the Women's Health Study \[[@B83-cancers-06-01157]\], failed to confirm a benefit from either agent.

Selenium, a component of the antioxidant enzymes glutathione peroxidase and thioredoxin reductase, is thought to improve cellular defense against oxidative stress and has also been studied as a potential primary chemoprevention for lung cancer. The results of studies investigating selenium as a potential agent for lung cancer chemoprevention have been conflicting. In a secondary analysis of The Nutritional Prevention of Cancer Trial, a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial of over 1300 participants with a history of skin cancer \[[@B88-cancers-06-01157]\], the incidence of lung cancer was reduced in individuals receiving selenium, although this difference was not statistically significant at a median follow-up of eight years \[[@B89-cancers-06-01157]\]. A subgroup analysis showed that subjects with the lowest baseline selenium levels had the most significant decreased incidence, a finding that has been reported by others \[[@B90-cancers-06-01157]\]. This agent was also studied in the Selenium and Vitamin E Cancer Prevention Trial (SELECT), a randomized double-blind placebo-controlled, multi-center study of selenium for prostate cancer prevention. In an analysis of lung cancer incidence as a secondary endpoint, there was no significant effect of selenomethionine alone or in combination with vitamin E on the development of lung cancer \[[@B91-cancers-06-01157]\]. These studies suggest that there may be a differential primary chemopreventive effect dependent on baseline selenium levels, such that supplementation with selenium may reduce lung cancer risk in individuals with low baseline levels of selenium, but may increase lung cancer risk in patients with high baseline selenium levels. Based on the available evidence, selenium is not currently recommended for the primary chemoprevention of lung cancer.

### 5.4.2. Anti-Inflammatories

Cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2), an enzyme in the arachidonic acid cascade, is up-regulated in many tumors, including lung cancer. Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) inhibit COX enzymes, and have been investigated as potential agents in the primary chemoprevention of lung cancer. One meta-analysis that included 19 studies of NSAIDs and lung-cancer risk suggests an overall benefit of regularly taking aspirin (but not other NSAIDs) for those at high risk of lung cancer \[[@B92-cancers-06-01157]\], and a second analysis suggests that aspirin may decrease the 20-year risk of death from several cancers including lung adenocarcinoma \[[@B95-cancers-06-01157]\]. In a prospective cohort study, NSAIDs were associated with a small reduced risk of lung cancer that was strongest for adenocarcinoma in men and in long-term former smokers \[[@B93-cancers-06-01157]\]. The Women's Health Study, the only randomized, placebo-controlled trial of aspirin, found that women taking low-dose aspirin had a borderline statistically-significant reduction in lung cancer risk \[[@B94-cancers-06-01157]\].

Prostacyclin analogs, in addition to their anti-inflammatory effects, selectively increase peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor gamma (PPARγ) activity in non-small cell lung cancer \[[@B113-cancers-06-01157]\]. In NSCLC cell lines, activation of PPARγ inhibits cell growth \[[@B114-cancers-06-01157]\], and in murine models, PPARγ over-expression prevents lung cancer. Thiazolidinediones are oral PPARγ agonists used to treat diabetes. In a study of over 87,000 veterans treated for diabetes, patients on thiazolidinediones had 33% lower incidence of lung cancer compared to those on other medications for diabetes management \[[@B96-cancers-06-01157]\]. A recent meta-analysis confirms a small, but significantly decreased risk of lung cancers in diabetics treated with thiazolidinediones \[[@B97-cancers-06-01157]\]. An ongoing trial at the Denver Veterans Affairs Medical Center is evaluating the effect of the PPARγ agonist, pioglitazone, on lung cancer incidence in high-risk current and former smokers \[[@B98-cancers-06-01157]\].

5.5. Secondary Chemoprevention
------------------------------

### 5.5.1. Antioxidants

Several randomized trials studied the effects of retinoids given alone \[[@B99-cancers-06-01157],[@B100-cancers-06-01157],[@B101-cancers-06-01157],[@B102-cancers-06-01157]\] or in combination with beta-carotene \[[@B103-cancers-06-01157]\] on bronchial metaplasia seen in biopsy specimens or on sputum atypia. These trials did not demonstrate a statistically significant benefit from retinoid chemoprevention. Anethole dithiolethione (ADT), another antioxidant, has shown some evidence of slowing the progression of neoplastic changes. In a randomized placebo-controlled trial of 112 current or former smokers with at least one biopsy-proven area of bronchial dysplasia, there was less frequent progression of dysplasia in subjects treated with ADT, although dysplasia was not reversed in smokers \[[@B104-cancers-06-01157]\].

### 5.5.2. Anti-Inflammatories

The selective cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2) inhibitor celecoxib was studied in two randomized trials in smokers, in which cellular proliferation and COX-2 expression levels were study endpoints \[[@B105-cancers-06-01157],[@B106-cancers-06-01157]\]. In both studies, cellular proliferation in bronchial epithelium and BAL cells decreased after celecoxib treatment. Downstream in the cyclooxygenase pathway, the prostacyclin analogs have anti-inflammatory effects. Iloprost, a long-lasting oral prostacyclin analog inhibits lung tumorigenesis in carcinogen-exposed wild-type mice \[[@B115-cancers-06-01157]\], and was studied in a national randomized, double-blinded placebo controlled trial in smokers or former smokers with biopsy-proven bronchial dysplasia \[[@B107-cancers-06-01157]\]. The primary endpoint of the study was endobronchial histology. Six months of oral iloprost was found to significantly decrease endobronchial dysplasia at follow-up bronchoscopy in former smokers. Additional studies of the effectiveness of iloprost and celecoxib in the secondary chemoprevention of lung cancer and lung cancer mortality are needed. Early stage clinical trials have also examined the effect of inhaled budesonide in CT-detected lung nodules. While a phase IIb trial of inhaled budesonide showed no effect on the incidence or regression of dysplastic airway lesions, a decrease in the size of CT-detected nodules was observed \[[@B116-cancers-06-01157]\]. A subsequent phase IIb trial to further investigate this observation showed no significant difference in nodule size following 1 year of budesonide therapy, but a trend towards regression of non-solid and partially solid nodules \[[@B117-cancers-06-01157]\].

### 5.5.3. PI3K/AKT/mTOR Pathway Inhibitors

Phosphatidylinositol 3-kinases (PI3Ks) regulate cell growth and survival through activation of protein kinase B (PKB or AKT) in the PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway. PI3K is a well-recognized oncogenic pathway, with higher levels of pathway activity associated with several malignancies including lung cancer. Myo-inositol (*cis*-1,2,3,5-*trans*-4,6-cyclohexanehexol) is a well-tolerated inhibitor of the PI3K pathway. A clinical study of 10 smokers with bronchial dysplasia demonstrated a significant rate of regression of the dysplastic lesions following treatment with myo-inositol \[[@B108-cancers-06-01157]\]. Interestingly, the PI3K pathway was increased in the cytologically normal bronchial airway of individuals with pre-cancerous dysplasic lesions, and reversed in those participants who responded to myo-inositol \[[@B109-cancers-06-01157]\]. These findings suggest that genomic markers of oncogenic pathway activation might have utility for targeting secondary chemoprevention strategies to specific subgroups of patients.

5.6. Tertiary Chemoprevention: Antioxidants
-------------------------------------------

Trials to prevent the development of a second lung cancer have evaluated agents such as retinyl palmitate, isotretinoin, or the combination of retinyl palmitate plus *N*-acetylcysteine. Chemoprevention efforts in this setting have not demonstrated an improvement in survival. In a phase III randomized placebo-controlled trial of the retinoid isotretinoin in patients with resected Stage I non-small cell lung cancer, there was no statistically significant difference in time to second primary tumors, recurrence rates, or mortality \[[@B110-cancers-06-01157]\]. In the EUROSCAN trial, patients with either lung cancer or head and neck cancer were randomly assigned to treatment with retinyl palmitate, *N*-acetylcysteine, both, or placebo for two years \[[@B111-cancers-06-01157]\]. These agents also did not impact the incidence of second primary tumors or in overall and event-free survival.

Selenium has also been studied in the tertiary prevention of lung cancer. In a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled multi-center trial of selenium supplementation on the incidence of second primary tumors in individuals surgically resected Stage I non-small cell lung cancer, selenium conferred no benefit over placebo in the prevention of secondary primary tumors in patients with resected NSCLC \[[@B112-cancers-06-01157]\]. The interaction between selenium level and efficacy in tertiary prevention remains to be determined, and it is unclear if selenium benefits only those with low baseline levels or if very high levels of selenium increase the risk of secondary primary lung cancers.

In these three tertiary chemoprevention trials, the lowest rate of second primary tumors was in never-smokers, followed by former smokers. No favorable effect of supplements (including selenium and retinoids) was observed in current smokers, suggesting that lung cancer chemopreventive approaches may have the greatest likelihood of success in the absence of ongoing tobacco-driven carcinogenesis \[[@B112-cancers-06-01157]\].

6. Conclusions
==============

6.1. The Future of Lung Cancer Prevention, Screening, and Early Detection
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

A multi-faceted approach combining smoking cessation and prevention, early lung cancer detection, and targeted chemoprevention is urgently needed to improve mortality from lung cancer. Since there are approximately 45 million former smokers in the United States and more than 1.2 billion smokers worldwide, tobacco use must be the first target, since smoking prevention and cessation are the most effective ways to prevent lung cancer. Identifying which former and current smokers are at highest risk for developing lung cancer is the next most important step in any screening, early detection, or chemoprevention program. Several groups have used genomic studies in an attempt to identify a subset of smokers who are at highest risk of developing lung cancer. Ideally, these approaches must be integrated with clinical early detection and screening strategies such as low-dose computer tomography (LDCT) scanning to effectively differentiate benign from malignant lung nodules, and to establish therapeutically exploitable differences between normal, precancerous, and malignant cells. A combined approach that integrates molecular biomarkers with CT characteristics (ex: volume doubling time, nodule size) may further help distinguish biologically aggressive lung cancers from indolent lesions. Since molecular, genetic, and epigenetic abnormalities precede morphological changes in the bronchi and alveoli, molecular biomarkers may help identify a group of high-risk patients who would most benefit from LDCT screening. Genetic abnormalities can be detected from respiratory cells from sputum, bronchial airway samples, and blood. Gene expression profiles generated from those specimens offer a wide area of investigation for biomarker development, though to be clinically applicable, biomarkers must be specific, cost-effective, and efficient.

The availability of agents that might be effective in reversing the pre-malignant changes in airway epithelial cells has driven the search for biomarkers that identify individuals at highest risk for developing lung cancer. Chemopreventive agents are increasingly selected for further development based on the biologic mechanisms underlying lung carcinogenesis. Given the long latency between progression from pre-malignancy to overt lung cancer, consensus groups in the United State and Europe have suggested that it is essential to identify earlier end-points in the study and development of chemopreventive agents \[[@B118-cancers-06-01157],[@B119-cancers-06-01157]\].

6.2. Intermediate Markers of Disease Risk as Potential Targets for Personalized Chemoprevention
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Serial tissue sampling could be used to measure biomarkers that reflect the clinical effectiveness of chemopreventative agents. As an example of this approach, Mascaux and colleagues used biospecimens from the iloprost lung cancer chemoprevention trial to investigate whether miRNAs could serve as predictive biomarkers or intermediate endpoints of response to iloprost \[[@B120-cancers-06-01157]\]. The expression levels of 14 miRNAs were measured in matched bronchial biopsies before and after treatment with iloprost or placebo. While no predictive biomarkers of iloprost response were identified, down-regulation of miR-34c expression correlated with histological response to iloprost in serial biopsy specimens. An alternative approach to studying chemoprevention is to develop biomarkers that reflect the activity of oncogenic pathways and monitor these signatures longitudinally. Gustafson and colleagues investigated the behavior of a signature of PI3K pathway activation in cytologically normal bronchial airway cells obtained from smokers with and without distal lung cancer, and smokers with pre-cancerous airway lesions. They observed increased PI3K pathway activation in both the normal bronchial airway cells from patients with distal lung cancers, and in the normal bronchial airway cells from smokers with dysplastic airway lesions. Furthermore, high-risk smokers who had significant regression in dysplasia when treated with the PI3K pathway inhibitor, myo-inositol, demonstrated decreased PI3K activity in follow-up sampling of normal bronchial airway cells \[[@B108-cancers-06-01157]\]. These findings suggest that a subset of individuals have abnormal activation of the PI3K pathway in bronchial airway epithelial cells that may contribute to lung cancer development, and may serve as an early, quantitative marker for response to targeted chemoprevention.

While chemoprevention for lung cancer is not currently recommended, it remains a promising strategy to potentially reduce lung cancer mortality. Studies using biomarker and pathway-driven approaches aimed at identifying the subsets of patients most likely to respond to specific agents can serve as models for assessing novel molecular targets and chemopreventive agents. It is also possible that combination-targeted therapy directed at multiple oncogenic pathways may ultimately prove more effective than single agents alone. Integrating clinical markers of lung cancer risk with molecular biomarkers may also help improve early lung cancer detection through the development of comprehensive risk-assessment and early-detection models. Incorporating these biomarkers and integrating clinico-genomic models using surrogate tissue sampling into large-scale clinical studies promises to improve our ability to diagnose, treat, and prevent lung cancer and thereby improve mortality from this disease.
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